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We are

ABLE

INTRODUCING
ABLE
F INANCE

1.

For several years now, centralised
finance has been struggling to attract
the public, which has led to the
emergence of new trading, savings and
lending solutions through decentralised
finance.

Nevertheless, it is clear that most of
these solutions are expensive (high gas
fees), energy-intensive and difficult to
use.
 
ABLE Finance is a cost and energy
efficient DeFi protocol designed to
address these issues and offer a
credible alternative to centralised
finance.

ABOUT ABLE F INANCE

ABLE Finance will provide crypto-asset
trading, savings, Launchpad and lending
services on the BSC and NEAR networks.

ABLE launch will take place on the BSC
and will be followed by a NEAR chain
integration, as it is a fast and climate
neutral blockchain.
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ABLE
LAUNCHPAD

Exchange your tokens easily and safely on ABLE Swap, an eco-friendly and permissionless
DEX built on the NEAR netwok.
ABLE swap focuses on providing sufficient amounts of liquidity, which is the key factor in a
DEX adoption.
For these reasons, ABLE Swap liquidity providers will receive up to 0.8% of each
transaction, which is on average 2.5 times more than on other DEXs.

Experience the most rewarding solution for liquidity providers.

Able Finance is powering Able
Launchpad, the first permissionless
and rugpull proof ICO launcher
running on both the NEAR and BSC
network.

Let's develop the NEAR network
by making it accessible to project
creators and investors.

CORE FEATURES
2.

ABLE SWAP

Farm ABLE by providing them with liquidity in designated pools and receive 0.7% of
commissions on each transaction.
Stake ABLE and earn 0.1% of the swap fees in proportion to your share in the staking
contract, no impermanent losses, no loss of governance rights.
The Savings feature will be user-friendly, users will be able to see their current rewards
and APY%. At anytime they will have the possibility to stake and un-stake their $ABLE.

Earn passive income on the NEAR network with Able Finance.

ABLE FARMING & STAKING
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ABLE

LENDING

Able Launchpad is committed to ensuring the security of your funds by allowing both a
liquidity lock on our smart contract and a listing on AbleSwap at the end of each successful
presale, all fully automated.

Through a user-friendly interface, a project owner can modify parameters such as soft cap,
hard cap, percentage of liquidity locked in during the listing, lock duration and more.
For the sake of transparency, all these data are public and visible to all investors.

Able Launchpad provides security and trust to users, while helping project
owners achieve their goals.

Through Able Lending, users will lend
cryptocurrencies and earn interest,
or borrow cryptocurrencies and pay
some interest overtime.

With Able Finance, enjoy a fast,
secure, and energy-efficient
lending/borrowing protocol.

SAFETY  AND REL IABIL ITY

The Able Launchpad will also benefit the entire Able Finance ecosystem. Unlike many of
our competitors, ownership of Able is not a mandatory requirement to participate in Able
Launchpad pre-sale campaigns, as we believe this can be exclusionary to investors and
goes against free market principles.
Nevertheless, a 5% fee will be applied to each pre-sale organized on the Able Launchpad,
one third of which will be used for the ABLE token buyback program, which will then be
redistributed to ABLE holders.

OUR APPROACH

ABLE LAUNCHPAD IS  DESIGNED TO UNLOCK THE
POTENTIAL OF NEAR AND ABLESWAP.
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ABLE is the Able Finance native utility token, it is initially a BEP20 token but a NEAR chain
integration will be done after the launch, then there will be 2 versions of the ABLE token,
one on the BSC and the other on NEAR.

The token will have multiple use cases for governance, platform utility, and much
more.

ABLE TOKEN
3.

UTIL ITY  TOKEN

ABLE token provides a dual source of passive income.

A 10% annual increase in the supply of ABLE tokens is automatically reflected and
distributed in the holder's balance, if you have 1000 ABLE, you will own 1100 ABLE a year
later thanks to this income stream.
In other words, inflation ensures a minimum 10% APY to Able holders.

Also, a 3.00% fee is applied to each transaction, which is instantly and equally split
between the $ABLE token holders and a burn.

ABLE Token holders’ balance increase automatically as they earn the rewards
from the 3% transaction fees and inflation.

HOLD & EARN

Smart supply

CONTROL

ABLE has put in place a smart supply
regulation mechanism:
The higher the trading volume, the
more ABLE tokens are burned, which
reduces the supply of ABLE tokens.

In other words, the higher the
volume, the more deflationary
ABLE is.
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ABLE F INANCE TOKENOMICS
4.

Total supply: 500,000,000 ABLE
Presale: 225,000,000 ABLE
Liquidity: 75,000,000 ABLE (Locked 1 year)
Farming (savings): 150,000,000 ABLE (Locked until product release)
Development: 50,000,000 ABLE (Locked up to 1 year)

Liquidity details:
60,000,000 ABLE allocated to PancakeSwap liquidity. (BSC)
15,000,000 ABLE allocated to AbleSwap liquidity. (NEAR)

SUPPLY DISTR IBUTION

Presale

45%
Savings

30%

Liquidity

15%

Development

10%

Presale

Liquidity

Savings

Development
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ABLE DAO
5.

Vote &

DECIDE

ABLE Finance DAO is the Able
Finance governance protocol,
which gives the $ABLE holders the
lead: holders can submit and vote
for proposals. A way of controlling
the future development and the
direction the Able Finance
ecosystem is taking. 
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Make the DeFi
SUSTAINABLE

WHY BUILD
ON NEAR
CHAIN?

6.

Making a transaction on the NEAR
network is by far Greener, Cheaper and
Faster than on the Ethereum network.

This makes the NEAR one of the
fastest and most sustainable
blockchains and thus an ideal
environment for Able Finance.

OUR V IS ION

"We believe that in today's world,
promoting cost-effective and energy-
efficient DeFi is paramount.

That's why ABLE finance is committed to
providing a comprehensive set of
sustainable DeFi features."
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ABLE F INANCE ROADMAP
7.

01 

02 

03 

04 

Q3 2021
ABLE token Smart Contract Deploy on BSC
ABLE token Presale & listing on pancakeSwap
AbleSwap release
NEAR chain integration
AbleSwap listing

Q4 2021
Able Savings V1
Able DAO
Marketing campaign
Able Savings V2

Q1 2022
Able Launchpad on NEAR
Strategic Partnerships
Able Launchpad on BSC

Q2 2022
Able Lending V1
Cex listing
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SOCIALS
8.

Website: www.ablefinance.org

Mail: team@ablefinance.org

Able Finance

https://www.ablefinance.org/
mailto:team@ablefinance.org

